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Background

The Notices are the latest of the MAS’ proposals to introduce legally binding requirements on financial 
institutions’ (“FIs”) management of outsourcing arrangements. These proposals have arisen from the 
MAS’ expectation that financial institutions are to manage outsourcing arrangements as if the services 
continue to be conducted by the FI: 

The MAS first consults on an outsourcing notice, which would introduce legally 
binding requirements for outsourcing management on financial institutions. 

 > The proposed notice included requirements around the assessment of service 
providers, audits of service providers, and protection of customer data.

The MAS does not proceed with the 2014 proposal, but introduces a new 
consultation on revisions to banks’ and merchant banks’ outsourcing regimes. 

 > Industry feedback on the 2014 proposal had highlighted the variation in scale 
of different classes of financial institutions. 

 > In response, the MAS revised its approach, intending to issue outsourcing 
requirements for each class of financial institution within its regulatory purview. 

The MAS consults on outsourcing notices for banks and merchant banks.

The Notices will be issued under the new section 47A of the Banking Act, which was passed in January 
2020 under the Banking (Amendment) Act but has yet to take effect. Under section 47A, the MAS 
has powers to impose requirements on banks where they obtain or receive ‘relevant services’ from any 
of their branches or offices located outside of Singapore (including their head office), or any person. 
‘Relevant services’ are any services obtained or received by the bank, not including services provided by 
any of its employees, directors or officers in their course of employment.

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (“MAS”) is consulting on proposed notices to licensed banks and 
approved merchant banks (together, “banks”) on their management of outsourced relevant services 
(“Notices”). The consultation closed on 29 January 2021.
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1 An ‘outsourced relevant service’ is a relevant service (a) that is or was performed by banks prior to it obtaining or receiving the relevant service; (b) 
commonly performed by banks in Singapore; or (c) specified as such by the MAS. Annexes A to D of the draft Notice set out in-scope outsourced 
relevant services and exclusions. 

2 An ‘ongoing outsourced relevant service’ is an outsourced relevant service that the bank receives (a) for more than 12 months; or (b) for 12 
months or less, but where the outsourcing agreement is extended or intended to be extended so the cumulative duration of the service exceeds 12 
months. Please refer to the draft Notice, paragraph 2.1 for the full definition. 

3 A ‘material ongoing outsourced relevant service’ is an ongoing outsourced relevant service, where a bank has grounds to believe that (a) 
unauthorised disclosure or use of information held by the service provider or sub-contractor; (b) unauthorised access to books, systems or 
premises of the service provider or sub-contractor; or (c) a failure by the service provider to provide the service as agreed, will materially affect 
adversely (i) the bank’s business; (ii) its customers or financial soundness; (iii) the bank’s ability to manage its risks; or (iii) the ability of the bank to 
comply with applicable laws and regulatory requirements. Please refer to the draft Notice, paragraph 2.1 for the full definition.

The proposed Notices will focus on the management of ‘outsourced relevant services’1 by banks  
in Singapore. These will include: 

 > Ongoing outsourced relevant services2; 

 > Material ongoing outsourced relevant services3; and

 > Outsourced relevant services involving the disclosure of customer information.  
Note that these services do not have to be ‘material’ or ‘ongoing’. 

We have set out in the table below a summary of requirements under the Notices, along with their 
applicability to outsourced relevant services. We elaborate on these requirements immediately 
following the table.

Requirement under Notices
Material ongoing 

outsourced 
relevant services

Ongoing 
outsourced 

relevant services

Outsourced 
relevant services 

involving 
disclosure 

of customer 
information 

Requirement under Notices

Maintain register of outsourced relevant services 

Group policy on outsourced relevant services  
(Singapore-incorporated banks)

Conduct ongoing risk management

Conduct evaluation of service provider 

Requirements relating to use of a sub-contractor

Outsourcing agreement must contain key terms

Implement measures to protect customer information

Conduct audits of outsourced relevant services

Requirements relating to termination of outsourced 
relevant services

Requirements where outsourced relevant services are 
obtained from an overseas regulated financial institution

(requirements apply  
to a lesser extent)

(requirements apply  
to a lesser extent)

https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS/News-and-Publications/Consultation-Papers/20201218-Consultation-Paper-on-Management-of-Outsourced-Relevant-Services/Annex-B---Notice.pdf
https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS/News-and-Publications/Consultation-Papers/20201218-Consultation-Paper-on-Management-of-Outsourced-Relevant-Services/Annex-B---Notice.pdf
https://www.mas.gov.sg/-/media/MAS/News-and-Publications/Consultation-Papers/20201218-Consultation-Paper-on-Management-of-Outsourced-Relevant-Services/Annex-B---Notice.pdf
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Requirements for material ongoing outsourced relevant services 

Banks must manage and control risk arising from their material ongoing outsourced relevant services.  
The Notice prescribes a variety of measures, including:

 > Implementing policies and procedures (“P&Ps”) to identify and monitor risks arising from all material  
ongoing outsourced relevant services; 

 > Maintaining effective supervision through an appropriate level of approving authorities; and

 > Establishing measures to minimise disruption to bank operations in the event the material  
ongoing outsourced relevant services cannot be provided. 

Management of material ongoing outsourced relevant services

General requirement for outsourced relevant services 

Banks must maintain a register of all: 

 > Ongoing outsourced relevant services, regardless of whether they are material; and

 > Outsourced relevant services involving the disclosure of customer information, regardless of whether the 
services are provided once-off or on an ongoing basis. 

The register should be kept updated at all times and be submitted to the MAS semi-annually or upon their request. 

Singapore-incorporated banks must implement a group policy on outsourced relevant services, to ensure that  
their branches comply with the Notices as if they were banks in Singapore.

Group policy

Maintain a register of outsourced relevant services
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Banks should, prior to receiving any material ongoing outsourced relevant service: 

 > Establish a framework to evaluate the ability of the service provider, including its risk management 
framework, track record and financial strength; and 

 > Perform due diligence against the above framework. Due diligence should be reperformed within a year, 
and thereafter at a frequency approved by the Board or committee delegated by it. The frequency of due 
diligence should be commensurate to risk arising from the material ongoing outsourced relevant service. 

If services are received intragroup, banks can perform reduced due diligence checks but are still required  
to assess the service provider’s risk management framework and track record. 

Banks must not allow a material ongoing outsourced relevant service to be sub-contracted unless: 

 > The sub-contracting arrangement does not involve disclosure of customer information; or

 > Customer permission has been provided in writing (or by personal representative if the customer is 
deceased). 

Banks must do the following before entering into material ongoing outsourced relevant services where service 
providers are permitted to engage sub-contractors: 

 > Assess and be satisfied that the sub-contracting arrangement will not compromise the confidentiality of 
customer information or pose unmanageable risk to the bank; and

 > Include terms in its outsourcing agreement (for services involving disclosure of customer information) 
requiring its service provider to include terms in its own sub-contractor agreement regarding the 
confidentiality of customer information. 

Banks should also:

 > Implement P&Ps to determine whether it should require in its outsourcing agreements:

 > Service providers to ensure that every sub-contractor has written P&Ps; or

 > Service providers to have written agreements with their sub-contractors, and if so, whether any  
specified terms should be included in those agreements. 

 > Ensure they are notified within 30 days of their service providers’ engagement of a new sub-contractor,  
and determine if it is necessary to assess the sub-contractor’s ability and risk. 

Banks must enter into outsourcing agreements for their material ongoing outsourced relevant services.  
The agreements must include terms relating to: 

 > Protection of information (including customer information), 

 > The MAS’ right to audit; 

 > Provision of information to the bank and the MAS; 

 > Grounds for termination of the agreement (see below for further information); and

 > Requirement that the service provider enter into its own agreement with any of its sub-contractors, or  
ensure that the sub-contractor has its own written P&Ps by which it will provide the services. 

Banks should also aim to include in the agreements their own right to audit service providers or their  
sub-contractors. 

Evaluation of service providers

Use of sub-contractor

Entering into outsourcing agreements
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Banks should also implement measures to protect customer information disclosed to its service provider in the 
course of its material ongoing outsourced relevant services, including: 

 > Notifying the service provider of its obligation to keep customer information confidential; 

 > Ensuring customer information is used, disclosed, and stored by the service provider only to the  
extent necessary to provide the relevant service; 

 > Ensuring that the bank is notified when its service provider or sub-contractor is legally required to  
disclose customer information. 

Banks should conduct independent and regular audits on all their material ongoing outsourced relevant services, 
at a frequency of no longer than 3 years between audits. The MAS has highlighted that: 

 > Banks can rely on pooled audits or third-party certifications performed by independent parties.  
Self-attestations are not permitted. 

 > Banks must submit to the MAS a list of all audits performed in the past 12 months. The frequency of this 
submission will be communicated bilaterally, as it will vary from entity to entity. 

Banks must ensure its outsourcing agreements for material ongoing outsourced relevant services permit 
termination of the services under certain scenarios (e.g. failure to safeguard confidentiality of customer 
information, change in ownership, deterioration of ability of service provider). 

Banks will need to ensure that any information provided to its service provider or their sub-contractor is  
removed from the possession of the service provider or sub-contractor, unless this is prohibited by law. 

Where banks receive material ongoing outsourced relevant services from an overseas regulated financial 
institution (“ORFI”), they will be required to:

 > Implement measures to ensure that the bank and the MAS have access to information relating to  
the provision of the service; 

 > Submit to the MAS a written confirmation by the supervisory authority of the ORFI on:

 > the MAS’ right to access information relating to the provision of the service; and 

 > the bank’s right to audit the ORFI and submit audit reports to the MAS; and 

 > Ensure the safeguarding of customer information when accessed by the supervisory authority. 

If it is not possible to obtain confirmation on the safeguarding of customer information (e.g. where the supervisory 
authority does not provide this as a matter of practice), banks may, with the MAS’ approval, submit the following: 

 > The bank’s P&Ps for managing information requests from the ORFI; and 

 > A written undertaking by the bank to notify the MAS of any disclosure of customer information to the ORFI.

Protection of customer information

Audit

Termination of material ongoing outsourced relevant services

Material ongoing outsourced relevant services provided by an overseas regulated financial institution
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Note that banks receiving material ongoing outsourced relevant services do not need to comply with the below 
requirements, as they will already be subject to the requirements set out in the section above. 

Banks entering into outsourced relevant services involving the disclosure of customer information must comply 
with specific measures, including: 

 > Evaluating prior to and on an ongoing basis, the service provider’s ability to safeguard the confidentiality and 
integrity of customer information; 

 > Entering into an outsourcing agreement with the service provider. The agreement must include certain 
requirements relating to the protection of customer information (e.g. service provider’s use of customer 
information only to the extent necessary to provide the service, bank’s right to terminate services); 

 > Implementing adequate measures to protect customer information that is disclosed to the service provider 
against unauthorised disclosure, collection, disposal etc; and 

 > Upon termination of an outsourcing agreement, ensuring that any information provided to the service 
provider is removed from the possession of the service provider, unless this is prohibited by law.

Requirements for outsourced relevant services involving the disclosure of customer information

For requirements not relating to outsourcing agreements, banks will have 12 months from the Notices’ date  
of issuance to comply with the requirements,

For requirements relating to outsourcing agreements, banks will need to comply with them:

The above is to allow banks time to negotiate terms in alignment with the Notices. 

Pending issuance of the Notices, banks should continue observing the MAS’ Outsourcing Guidelines and  
Notices 634 and 1108 (relating to banking secrecy and outsourcing). Once the proposed Notices take effect,  
the Outsourcing Guidelines will be amended accordingly, and Notices 634 and 1108 will be repealed. 

Timelines

In the case of a new agreement entered into on or after the Notices’ date of issuance  
– on the date the bank enters into the agreement, or 12 months after the Notices’ date of issuance, 
whichever is later. 

In the case of an existing outsourcing agreement entered into before the Notices’ date of issuance 
– on the date the agreement is renewed, or 12 months after the Notices’ date of issuance,  
whichever is later. 



This alert is intended merely to highlight issues and not to be comprehensive, nor to provide legal advice. 
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Going forward 

The proposed Notices are a substantial overhaul of outsourcing requirements as they apply to banks  
in Singapore. The current Notices 634 and 1108 are limited to banking secrecy outsourcing conditions, 
while the proposed Notices more broadly cover outsourcing and also make legally binding some of  
the practices in the existing Outsourcing Guidelines (e.g. requirement to maintain a register of  
outsourcing arrangements).

The MAS has proposed an implementation period of 12 months from the date of the Notices’ issuance, 
which is a fairly ambitious timeline. Banks may now wish to look into their outsourcing P&Ps, existing 
agreements with service providers, and template outsourcing agreements in order to start aligning them 
with these new requirements. 

More broadly, operational resilience is a hot topic of focus for regulators globally, spurred on in particular 
by the financial industry’s shift to digitalise processes and the COVID-19 crisis. Technology has enabled 
the financial industry to outsource more functions than ever, which means that firms are increasingly 
dependent on third-party service providers. COVID-19 has also significantly disrupted day-to-day 
operations, and pushed firms to consider how their functions can be digitalised going forward for both 
cost-effectiveness and efficiency. In light of these trends, it is likely the MAS will pay much closer 
attention to FIs’ outsourcing arrangements. 

We have extensive experience advising banks on their licensing and business conduct requirements  
in Singapore, and would be very happy to assist you in implementation.
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